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Never underestimate the importance of a godly mother. All mothersÂ will benefit from this study that

explores the many issues facing moms from a biblical perspective. God's Wisdom for a Mother's

Heart: A Bible Study for Moms encourages women at every age and stage of life to strengthen their

relationship with God, which in turn strengthens their influence in the home. This seven-week study

helps moms explore motherhood in light of Bibleâ€™s teachings. With applications for personal

growth, the reflection questions along with the group discussions will strengthen their community as

they learn from the Bible and each other.
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My small group (4 women total) found this book and have been using it for our weekly small group.

Bobbie Wolgemuth is a gifted and honest/real writer. Nothing 'flowery', she just asks the good

questions and tells things like they are.The study is 7 weeks and the subjects are:First Things First:

A Mom's PrioritiesPraying for Our KidsBeing Obedient - and Teaching ObedienceDiscipline: Do the

Right ThingGrowing Christlike CharacterYou've Got a FriendLaunching Our Kids Toward Their

God-given DreamsThe study is formatted in a way so that you're not just re-hashing the questions

you answered when you meet to discuss. There are 5 'Mom Time' lessons to do for each chapter.

They usually have 4-6 questions, include looking up and reading scripture passages, and end with a

prayer. At the end of each chapter is then a group section - 'Lean on me: Learning from One

Another'. This section contains 5-6 questions to discuss with subjects from the lessons you did



during the week. There is also a 'Bringing it Home' section that gives some insightful ideas for how

you might put this week's lesson into practice in your home. There is a Lean on Him: Learning to

Trust God section that closes each session that includes prayer and praying for each other. There is

also a Review of the 5 lessons from that week and a simple family project following the lesson as

well.Overall, this is a great study! The women and I all have children under 2, so some of the

questions and applications don't quite apply yet, but we've still have very good conversations

around these topics and will appreciate the advice later down the road. I'd highly recommend this

study to women seeking to challenge themselves to be better wives and mothers - and most

importantly, children of our one true God.

I had ordered this from  in 2010 and got it within a couple days...loved the price!I absolutely loved

this Bible study! My best friend and I were first-time mom's and were looking for a Bible study that

she and I could do together and I am so glad I came across this study.It's very in depth and

scripture focused/based...keeps you interested and really grows you spiritually in so many

ways...not just as a mom! What I also really like is that,while there were a few things that I could not

connect to 100% when I first did the study (because my daughter was a baby and some questions

were directed to mom's of older children)- it seems to be fitting to mom's of children of all ages and

in any stage of their walk with God. I would actually recommend this to Women who aren't even

ready to have children yet. It gives great insight into what God calls women to do/be as mothers.

Really helpful on how to approach/handle certain situations...but most importantly put God first in

everything.Since it seems fitting for mom's of all age groups-- it is a study you can do over and over

again over time. It will help you continue to grow over time....being a mom has it's own stages as

our children grow and bring us new challenges and experiences :)

We did this book for our moms Bible study and enjoyed it - light and easy to work with. We didn't

buy the moms Bibles to go with it and did just fine. There are only a handful of questions pertaining

to the moms Bible that really aren't needed. It's broken into 1 week sections. We studied a week

over the course of 2 weeks and met every other week to discuss. I'd definitely recommend the study

for busy moms and new Christians.

I have recently being doing my bible studies in a bible called Mom's Bible: God's Wisdom for

Mothers. Traditionally I have used a NIV version of the bible. This particular bible is in the New

Century Version. There is a difference is the text. The NIV is definitely not written in modern



language. The New Century is written with modern words and language. It is very easy to read. The

meaning of the text is not lost in this translation. In the introduction it mentions that the authors of

the New Century Version worked off of the original Greek and Hebrew text.The Mom's Bible has

great features.*There is a feature called Insights. They are text boxes scattered throughout the

bible. They really help you apply the passages they feature to your everyday life.*There is a feature

called Wonderful Counselor that has insight from Christian therapist on tough issues. I really loved

the essay on How to Be a Good Mother When You Weren't Mothered Well. It is linked to Isaiah

41:10: "So don't worry, because I am with you. Don't be afraid, because I am your God. I will make

you strong and will help you; I will support you with my right hand that saves you."*There is a feature

called Our God Is that works on building your knowledge of God.*There is a feature called Walk In

that looks at having balance in your life.*There is a feature called Moms in the Bible that helps you

sharpen your understanding of your role as a mother.*There is a feature called Passing It On that

helps with you principles you want to teach your children.There is so much to this bible.If you have a

busy mom who loves the Lord, this would be a great book to have.

This book is so helpful. It has great applications. There is a lot of Bible research required which I

love. It helps me have Biblical application to how I lead my life and discipline my kids. I recommend

it for everyone!!!

Great book for a bible study. Enjoyed the structure and thought provoking questions.

Not very deep. Many of the messages are supported by very random one sentence verses. Some

are referenced by actual people and their life examples which are more relevant. This book

assumes the reader is a new parent is from a traditional family with a husband. Many in our group

were divorced and found sections of this book awkward.

This is a wonderfully written study to lead mothers in a deeper relationship with the Lord and her

children. The author provides straight-forward studies that are not too cumbersome for a busy

mother.
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